Light extraction efficiency of GaN-based LED with pyramid texture by using ray path analysis
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Abstract: We study three different gallium-nitride (GaN) based light emitting diode (LED) cases based on the different locations of the pyramid textures. In case 1, the pyramid texture is located on the sapphire top surface, in case 2, the pyramid texture is locate on the P-GaN top surface, while in case 3, the pyramid texture is located on both the sapphire and P-GaN top surfaces. We study the relationship between the light extraction efficiency (LEE) and angle of slant of the pyramid texture. The optimization of total LEE was highest for case 3 among the three cases. Moreover, the seven escape paths along which most of the escaped photon flux propagated were selected in a simulation of the LEDs. The seven escape paths were used to estimate the slant angle for the optimization of LEE and to precisely analyze the photon escape path.
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1. Introduction

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have come to be regarded as an important light source in recent years due to their many advantages such as energy saving, high reliability, longer lifetime, environmental protection, faster switching and compact forms. LEDs have gradually replaced traditional light sources such as in display backlight units [1], traffic signals, automotive lighting, architectural lighting and aviation lighting. Currently, high power gallium-nitride (GaN)-based LED chips with phosphors are being adopted as white-light light sources for general lighting. However, improvements to the external quantum efficiency (EQE) are required especially in high power devices. The external quantum efficiency equals the multiplication of the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) and the light extraction efficiency (LEE). In recent years, the IQE of GaN-based LEDs has greatly improved due to use of good quality crystals, however the LEE is still low because of the large refractive index difference between the semiconductor and the surrounding medium. Approximately 4% of internal light can be extracted from the conventional GaN-based LED surface and the light escape cone is about 23 degrees [2]. Improving the LEE is important, and various methods such as surface textures [3–5], patterned sapphire substrates [6–8], chip shaping [9], and photonic crystals have been tested as a means to accomplish this.

Both wave and geometrical optics have been used to simulation the LEE of the LEDs. In geometrical optics, the rays with a uniform direction can be interrupted by various events, such as scattering, absorption and reemission in the active region, absorption inside the other semiconductor layers, or Fresnel loss of media with different refractive indices. The Monte Carlo ray tracing method has been applied in many studies of the LED chip because of the randomness of the photon emission from the active layer [10–14]. However, the relationship between the ray paths and LEE has not been adequately explained by the numerical data.

In this work, we study three types of GaN-based LEDs differing based on the different location of the pyramid textures. In case 1, the pyramid texture is located on the sapphire top surface, in case 2, the pyramid texture is located on the P-GaN top surface and in case 3, the pyramid textures are located on both the sapphire and P-GaN top surfaces. The relationship between the LEE and angle of slant of the pyramid texture is studied [15]. In all cases the pyramid texture has a width of 5µm and a period of 5µm. The optimal LEE is highest in case 3 among the three cases [11]. In addition, case 3 has a higher tolerance of slant angle than for cases 1 or 2. Moreover, the seven escape paths along which the most escaped photon flux propagates are also selected in an LED simulation. Since the seven escape paths occupy the largest part of the LEE, they dominate the LEE phenomenon in the LED and the paths can be explained by the angular space directly.

2. Optical structure and the theory of the escape cone

2.1 Optical structure of GaN-based LED chips

To introduce the GaN-based LEDs, Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the GaN-based LED without the pyramid texture. The chip size was 300 × 300µm² and the absorption coefficient of the active layer was assumed to be 1µm⁻¹ [16,17]. The structural parameters of the GaN-based LEDs are given in Table 1. The reflectivity of the sapphire bottom surface was 90%.
Table 1. Parameters of each layer in the simulated LED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Refractive Index</th>
<th>Absorption (µm⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-GaN</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQW</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-GaN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlGaN</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Theory of the escape cone in angular space

The total internal reflection is the main issue related to the trapping of light in the GaN-based LED chip. According to Snell’s law, the critical angle $R_1$ of the interface between the P-GaN layer and the air can be derived as in Eq. (1), where $n_{air}$ is the refractive index of the air and $n_{P-GaN}$ is the refractive index of the P-GaN layer.

$$\sin^{-1} \left( \frac{n_{air}}{n_{P-GaN}} \right) = R_1$$

When the incidence angle of the photons emitted from the MQW is smaller than the critical $R_1$, the rays will no longer be trapped in the P-GaN layer. Because the incident angle determines whether the photons escape or not, we adopt the concept of the angular space to explain the LEE of the LED chip in the different cases. We also call this critical angle the escape cone for escaping light to form.

In Table 1, because the thicknesses of the P-GaN, MQW, N-GaN, AlGaN and GaN layers are very small, the photons that escape from the four side surfaces of these layers can be ignored. Moreover, because the indices of these layers are similar, the internal total reflection and Fresnel loss can be ignored. In order to simplify the theory, we discuss only the five surfaces: the P-GaN top surface and the four sapphire side surfaces for photon escape. The P-GaN, MQW, N-GaN, AlGaN and GaN layers are regarded as one layer with an index of 2.45 [18].

The Monte carol ray tracing software of LightTools is used to model phenomena of the geometrical optics. In the figures below we can see the results of the calculation obtained by Snell’s law for ray tracing.

2.3 Photons emission toward the top

In the condition without any texture, the emission photons are divided into two types after the propagating from the P-GaN layer to the top, escaping and trapped photons. The two paths are labeled path A and path B as shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the distribution of the two types of emission in the angular space. The distribution in these figures is labeled region A and region B, respectively, which are complementary regions in the angular space. In Fig. 3(a), region A is a circle with a radius $R_1$ of 24.09 degrees as obtained from Eq. (1). Moreover, the distribution is changed by applying the textures on the P-GaN top surface. For example, there is a change in region A from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(c) obtained by applying the pyramid texture with a slant angle of 20 degrees on the P-GaN top surface. In Fig. 3(c), the four circles present the escape cone of the four slanted surfaces. Because the slant angle of the pyramid texture is 20 degrees, the center of the four circles is at a distance of 20 degrees from the origin of the angular space. The probability of escape of the photons increases with the increased density of the blue spots in Fig. 3(c).

2.4 Photon emission toward the bottom

In the condition without any texture, the emitted photons are divided into three types after propagating from the P-GaN layer to the bottom. The three types are escaping photons, trapped photons resulting from being trapped by the reflective layer and trapped photons resulting from the total internal reflection created by the interface between the sapphire layer.
and the GaN layer. The three paths are labeled path C, path D and path E as shown in Fig. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c).

Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) respectively explain the distribution of the three types of emission in angular space. The distribution is labeled by region C, region D and region E respectively which are complementary regions in angular space. In Fig. 5(a) the circle consists of region C and region D and has a radius $R_2$ of 46.60 degrees. The radius $R_2$ is obtained with Eq. (2). The $n_{\text{sapphire}}$ is the refractive index of the sapphire layer.

$$\sin^{-1}\left(\frac{n_{\text{sapphire}}}{n_{\text{P-GaN}}}\right) = R_2$$

(2)

The sapphire has four side surfaces, so that region C is distributed near the four side edges in the circle in Fig. 5(a). Moreover, the regions can be changed by applying textures to the top surface of the sapphire. For example, there is a change in region C from Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 5(d), caused by the pyramid texture with a slant angle of 30 degrees that formed on the top surface of the sapphire. There is a shift in the escape cones in four directions caused by the four slanted surfaces of the pyramid texture.

Fig. 5. (a) Region C without the texture, (b) region D without the texture, (c) region E without the texture and (d) region C with the texture with a slant angle of 20 degrees in the angular space.
3. LEE analysis using the ray path and angular space

In LED efficiency enhancement studies, a common way to enhance the LEE of the GaN-based is the processes of applying a texture on the P-GaN layer or the sapphire layer. We study three cases where GaN-based LEDs are classified based on the different locations of the pyramid textures. In case 1, the pyramid texture is located on the sapphire’s top surface. In case 2, the pyramid texture is locate on the P-GaN top surface. In case 3, the pyramid textures are located on both the sapphire and P-GaN top surfaces. The three cases are illustrated in Fig. 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c).

![Fig. 6. Schematic diagram showing the three cases of GaN-based LEDs: (a) case 1, (b) case 2 and (c) case 3.](image)

In order to analyze the relationship between the LEE and the slant angle of the pyramid texture in the three cases, seven photon escape paths are selected from the many ray paths for analysis, as shown in Fig. 7. The seven escape paths all originate from the LED. Because of the high probability of escape, the seven paths occupy a large part of the LEE and dominate the phenomenon of the LEE. Path 1 to path 5 all escape from the P-GaN top surface. Owing to the fact that the other paths have a low probability of escaping from the sapphire side surfaces, only path 6 and path 7 are selected. The seven escape paths are derived from paths A, B, C, D and E, therefore regions A, B, C, D and E are used to present the phenomenon of the angular space. The theory on which paths A to E and regions A to E are based is discussed in Section 2.

![Fig. 7. Schematic diagrams of the seven escape paths.](image)

3.1 Case 1: Pyramid textures located on the sapphire’s top surface

In case 1, the pyramid texture is applied to the sapphire’s top surface. The slant angle of the pyramid texture is labeled $\alpha$, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Figure 8 shows the relationship between the total LEE for case 1 and $\alpha$. The optimized total LEE is 15.35% for an $\alpha$ of 32 degrees. Since the range from 21 degrees to 42 degrees includes the optimization results, we calibrate the partial LEE in this range. The range is indicated by the red dashed lines in Fig. 8. Figure 9 in page 8 shows the relationship between the partial LEE of the seven escape paths and $\alpha$. The summation of the partial LEE of the seven escape paths has the optimal result for an $\alpha$ of 32 degrees. Moreover, the optimized result for the total LEE for case 1 and the summation of the partial LEE for the seven escape paths for case 1 are consistent. Thus, the partial LEE analysis can be used to precisely analyze the photon escape path.
The partial LEE through different paths can be explained by the region of angular space, so we use the interaction between region A, B, C, D and E to explain the phenomenon of the partial LEE of the seven escape paths. Since there is no interaction between the pyramid textures along path 1, the partial LEE is not affected by the increased slant angle \( \alpha \). Owing to the decrease in overlap region D of the four slanted surfaces due to the increased slanted angle \( \alpha \), the probability decreased for path 2. The partial LEE decreased for path 2 with the decreased probability. For path 3, the increased overlap between region A and region E increased the probability of reflectivity. However, the distributions in regions C and D are enlarged by increases in \( \alpha \), so that the probability of total internal reflection from the interface between the GaN layer and the sapphire layer of path 3 is decreased by the increased slant angle \( \alpha \). Since the two factors constrain each other, the partial LEE of path 3 reaches its maximum value at an angle \( \alpha \) of 32 degrees. Path 4 could be divided into two sub-paths. In the first sub-path, the photons hit the P-GaN top surface and are total internal reflected toward the reflective layer. The first sub-path has the greater probability due to the increased overlap between region B and region D. Along the second sub-path, the photons are reflected from the reflective layer and escape from the P-GaN top surface. The second sub-path has a higher probability when increasing the overlap between region A and region D. Since the two factors constrain each other, the partial LEE of path 4 reaches its maximum value at an angle \( \alpha \) of 32 degrees. For path 5, we divide the path into two sub-paths. On the first sub-path, the photons are total internal reflected from the P-GaN top surface and there is total internal reflected from the interface between the P-GaN layer and the sapphire layer. The first sub-path has a greater probability by increasing the overlap between region B and region E. For the second sub-path, the photons are total internal reflected from the interface between the GaN layer and the sapphire layer and escape from the P-GaN top surface. The second step has a higher probability with increased overlap between region A and region E. Since the two factors constrain each other, the partial LEE of path 5 reaches its maximum value with an angle \( \alpha \) of 32 degrees and the partial LEE is zero until region A overlaps region E. For path 6, owing to the increased interaction area of the pyramid texture and the increased distribution of region C due to the increased \( \alpha \), there is an increase in the partial LEE. For path 7, because of the increase in the overlap between region B and region C due to the increased \( \alpha \), there is an increase in the partial LEE. However, the length of path 7 is increased by the increased angle \( \alpha \), so there is a slight decrease in the partial LEE after \( \alpha \) reaches 36 degrees.

![Fig. 8. Relationship between the total LEE for case 1 and \( \alpha \).](image_url)
3.2 Case 2: Pyramid texture located on the P-GaN top surface

In case 2, the pyramid texture was applied to the P-GaN top surface. The slant angle of the pyramid texture is labeled $\beta$ as shown in Fig. 6(b). Figure 10 shows the relationship between the total LEE for case 2 and $\beta$. The optimal total LEE was 15.83% for a $\beta$ of 22 degrees [11]. The range from 16 degrees to 51 degrees includes the optimal result and localized minimum. Thus we calibrate the partial LEE in this range as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the partial LEE of the seven escape paths and $\beta$. The summation of the partial LEE of the seven paths has an optimized result at a $\beta$ of 22 degrees. Moreover, the optimization results for the total LEE for case 2 and the sum of the partial LEE from the seven escape paths for case 2 are consistent. Thus, partial LEE analysis can be used to precisely analyze the photon escape path.

For path 1, owing to the increased interaction area of the pyramid texture and the increased distribution of region A due to the increased $\beta$, there is an increase in the partial LEE. For path 2, because the overlap between regions A and D is decreased by the increased angle $\beta$, the partial LEE is decreased. For path 3, since there is an increase in the region of overlap between regions A and E by increase in $\beta$, there is an increase in the probability of the partial LEE being enlarged. Path 4 can be divided into two sub-paths. Along the first sub-path, the photons hit the P-GaN top surface and are total internal reflected toward the reflective layer. The first sub-path has a higher escape probability resulting from the increased overlap between regions B and D. On the second sub-path the photons are reflected from the reflective layer and escape from the P-GaN top surface. The second sub-path has the higher escape probability resulting from increasing overlap between region A and region D. Since the two factors constrain each other, the partial LEE of path 4 has its maximum value with an angle $\beta$ of 27.5 degrees. Path 5 can be divided into two sub-paths. Along the first sub-path, the photons are total internal reflected from the P-GaN top surface and there is total internal reflectance from the interface between the GaN layer and the sapphire layer. The first sub-path has a greater probability with an increase in the overlap between regions B and E. In the second sub-step, the photons are total internal reflected from the interface between the GaN layer and the sapphire layer and escape from the P-GaN top surface. The second sub-path has a higher probability when the overlap between region A and region E increases. Since the two factors constrain each other, the partial LEE of path 5 reaches its maximum value at an angle $\beta$ of 42 degrees and the partial LEE is zero until region A overlaps region E. For path 6, there...
is no interaction with the pyramid texture, so the partial LEE is not affected by the increase in angle $\beta$. For path 7, since the overlap between regions B and C is decreased by the increased angle $\beta$, there is a decrease in the partial LEE with the increasing angle $\beta$.

![Graph showing the relationship between total LEE and $\beta$.](image1)

**Fig. 10.** Relationship between the total LEE for case 2 and $\beta$.

![Graph showing the relationship between partial LEE and $\beta$.](image2)

**Fig. 11.** Relationship between the partial LEE of the seven escape paths and $\beta$.

### 3.3 Case 3: Pyramid textures located on the P-GaN and sapphire top surfaces

In case 3, the pyramid texture was applied to the sapphire top surface and the P-GaN top surface. The slant angle of the pyramid texture on the sapphire top surface is labeled $\alpha$ and the slant angle of the pyramid texture on the P-GaN top surface is labeled $\beta$, as shown in the Fig. 6(c). Figure 12 shows the relationship between the total LEE for case 3, $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The optimized total LEE is 17.72% at an $\alpha$ of 43 degrees and $\beta$ of 25 degrees. Moreover, the summation of the partial LEE of the seven escape paths has an optimized result at an $\alpha$ of 43 degrees and $\beta$ of 25 degrees. The optimal result of the total LEE for case 3 and the summation
of the partial LEE for the seven escape paths for case 3 are consistent. Thus, partial LEE analysis can be used to precisely analyze the photon escape paths.

In the optimization results for the three cases, the optimized LEE of case 3 is better than for the previous two cases. Moreover, the higher texture density in the GaN-based LED enhances the scattering effect, so the total LEE is uniform throughout a larger angular region. Thanks to the smaller variation of the total LEE, case 3 has a higher tolerance of slant angle than for case 1 and case 2. The seven escape paths could also be explained by the angular space, as discussed in section 3.1 and 3.2.

![Fig. 12. Relationship between the total LEE for case 3, α and β.](image)

### Table 2. Optimization results for the three cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Conventional</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total LEE (%)</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>17.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slant angle of the pyramid texture (degrees)</td>
<td>α = 32</td>
<td>β = 22</td>
<td>α = 43</td>
<td>β = 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 1</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 2</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 6</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path 7</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We summarize and the optimization results for cases 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2. And the result of the conventional LED without any texture is listed to be the reference data in Table 2. The order of optimized total LEE for the three cases is as follows: case 3, case 2 and case 1 [11]. The order of the summation of the partial LEE for paths 1 to 7 is consistent with the optimized total LEE results. Thus, partial LEE analysis can be used to analyze the photon escape paths quite precisely. When the texture is only introduced on a single interface, case 2 is a better choice due to the higher total LEE. In case 1, because the summation of the partial LEE of paths 6 and 7 is highest among the three cases, case 1 has a higher ability to enlarge the photon flux that escapes from the four sapphire side surfaces. In case 2, because the summation of the partial LEE of paths 1 to 5 is highest among the three cases, this case has a higher ability to enlarge the photon flux that escapes from the P-GaN top surface. Case 3 is a combination of structures for case 1 and case 2. However, the parameters α and β are different. The overlap between region A and region C means that a part of the photons that
escape from the P-GaN top surface become photons that escape from the four sapphire side surfaces. In other words, the overlap between regions A and C reduces the utilization efficiency of the overall photons that are emitted from the MQW.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we study three types of the GaN-based LED based on the different locations of the pyramid textures. In case 1, the pyramid texture was located on the sapphire top surface. In case 2, the pyramid texture was located on the P-GaN top surface. In case 3, the pyramid texture was located on both surfaces. We adopted the angular space region to explain the LEE of the LED chip under different conditions. The seven escape paths that dominate the phenomena of the LEE in the LED are used to analyze the relation between the geometric parameters of the texture and the LEE of the LED. The optimized total LEE is highest for case 3. The total LEE for this case is not sensitive to changes in the slant angle of both the top and bottom surface textures. Because the higher texture density in the GaN-based LED enhances the scattering effect, the total LEE is uniform throughout a larger angular region. In addition, the ability to enlarge the photon flux escaping from the four sapphire side surfaces is greater in case 2 and the ability to enlarge the photon flux escaping from the P-GaN top surface is greater in case 3. Moreover, the summarization of the partial LEE resulting from the seven escape paths is consistent with the total LEE, meaning that the partial LEE method can be used to analyze the escape photon behavior in detail and estimate the optimization angle precisely.
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